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Suinary
Recently, the Medical Readiness Strategic Plan directed the development

of a new U.S. Field Medical Card (FMC). A quad-service working group, which
included the Naval Health Research Center (NHRC), was formed for this
purpose. The group has held several sessions and generated many suggestions
for enhancing the effectiveness of a new FMC. Among the proposals having the
most appeal are several which have been suggested by NHRC. The following is
a list of the major changes adopted for the new test card.

o The new FMC employs a graphic display depicting front and
back views of a human figure along with a checklist of common
battlefield injuries.

o The back side of the new card has been specifically designed for
use at the Battalion Aid Station.

o A special tear-resistant material has been used to improve data
survivability.

0 Two holes have been placed at the top of the card to permit standard
alignment in a medical folder.

o The new card has adopted a format of checkoff boxes for treatment
and medication items.

o For administrative purposes, the new card employs a partial copy on
carbonless paper.

o A vertical display is used for proper alignment in a medical folder
and ease of use.

o The new cards are bundled in packs of ten, as opposed to twenty for
the older version.

As a result of the quad-service work group efforts, a new test card has
been prduced and distributed to the services for field testing. The purpose
of this report is to document the results of the Navy's field testing of this
form.

Field testing was conducted to determine whether or not the proposed FMC
was an improvement over the current FMC. Therefore, a study design was
developed to provide a side-by-side card comparison, with criteria for the
evaluation established by the quad-service work group. It was agreed that
the cards would be judged with respect to durability, sufficiency, ease of
use, and simplicity. Navy testing took place in controlled environments as
well as typical field environments. Controlled environmental studies were
performed by the Naval Medical Research Institute in Bethesda and also at the
Naval Health Research Center. Field environment testing took place at the
Field Medical Service School (FMSS) at Camp Pendleton. The field environment
provided for testing the cards in typical day time and night time Marine
Corps maneuvers as well as during Nuclear, Biological, or Chemical (NBC)
Warfare operations.
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Field test findings identified improvements over the old card,
disadvantages of using the new card, and lack of improvement shown by the new
card over the old card. In relating the findings to the four evaluation
criteria, it was determined that in none of the general areas could the new
card be totally accepted as an improvement over the current card.

o DURABILITY: It was found that even though the new material was
extremely rugged and tear-resistant, there was no significant
improvement in legibility over the old card when both cards were
cleaned of foreign substances. In addition, the new card failed when
used under simulated adverse weather conditions.

o SUFFICIENCY: Although appropriate spaces were provided on the new
card to obtain patient identification along with injury and treatment
data, it was found that the new card did a less effective job of
obtaining the information. The new adt..nistrative stub was also less
effective at documenting information than the copy used in the
current form and the new administrative stub had additional problems
with legibility and potential loss.

o EASE OF USE: The new card was rated as easier to use because the
check lists and graphic displays were easier to mark and the vertical
orientation was more appropriate. However, many items on the card,
such as time and date were overlooked or left blank. In general,
response rates for the new card were extremely low and some type of
writing instrument is still required.

o SIMPLICITY: The time required to fill out the form under ideal
conditions has been reduced, but the time required to fill out the
card under simulated battle conditions is still unacceptable. The
new card can be more quickly read and understood; however, the
abbreviations and acronyms on the new card have created
interpretation problems. Even with extensive training and close
supervision many trainees could not fill out the cards correctly. In
addition, the problems related to filling out the card while attired
in Arctic and MOPP suits still exist.

It appears that continued work is required to create a Field Medical Card
that is a clear improvement over the current version.

thiain6unc &A
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EVA2ELLTK OF REVISE) FIELD MEDICAL CARD FOR NAVY AND MARINE CORPS

Introduction

Accurate and complete documentation of combat injuries is essential to
manage battlefield casualties properly, help determine supply and restock
needs, and acquire data needed for medical resource planning. The current
method of collecting this information on the battlefield is through the use of

a Field Medical Card (FMC), the standard DD form 1380. This card has remained
unchanged for more than a quarter of a century.

Discussions with combat veterans indicate that requiring medical personnel
to fill out the Field Medical Card as a means of documenting their battle
field treatment has remained a major problem for years. Invariably, medical

personnel with combat experience report that, although a completed field
medical card should be attached to all injured personnel at the first echelon
of treatment it is often disregarded because of time constraints, battle

conditions, and the physical needs of patients. Therefore, the lack of a

completed FMC has become tolerated because it is understood that corpsmen have
only a limited amount of time to treat any one patient. Finally, in some
cases, even though the form has been filled out and attached to the patient,
it may get torn off or fall out of the patients medical folder after being
removed from the patient.

Recently, the Medical Readiness Strategic Plan directed the fielding of a
new U.S. Field Medical Card. The Army was designated as the lead agency and
organized a quad-service working group to produce the new card. In view of

the experience, resources, and mission of the Naval Health Research Center
(NHRC), it was tasked to represent the Navy on this conmmittee. The Naval
Health Research Center has, over the last several years, evaluated potential
alternatives to the DD form 1380 for collecting and maintaining combat

casualty data in hopes of improving upon existing methods. 1 ' 2  Reports
describing NHRC's efforts in this area have indicated that the standard form
1380 has many deficiencies as a field medical document and data collection
device.

3 , 4 , 5
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In view of the experience of combat veterans and the documented

weaknesses, it would appear that the current Field Medical Card should be
revised so that it could be completed more quickly and be more resistant to
damage. The current quad-service efforts to accomplish this have provided
NHRC an opportunity to introduce many of the design concepts 3nd alternatives
to the current form which have been developed #,hrouyii pars of research in
this area. It has also allowed the Center to dr.., from the knowledge and
experience of personnel from the Army and Air Force.

Many suggestions which would appear to contribute to better lield medical
documentation have come out of the quad-service discussions. The best
suggestions have been incorporated into a new test card. Before the new card
can be accepted as a replacement for the current DD form 1380, however, it was
agreed that extensive field testing would be conducted. The purpose of this
report is to document the results of the Navy's field test of the revised
form.

Proposed Changes
The current Field Medical Card is shown in FigurL 1 and the revised test

card is shown in Figure 2. Four changes that were initiated by NHRC that have
been included as part of the final draft of the test card are listed below:

1. As suggested in earlier NHRC reports 1,2, a graphic display was
adopted, depicting the front and back of a human figure next to a
checklist of cormmon battlefield injuries. This format is intended
to make injury descriptions easier to document and easier Lu
interpret by providers at other echelons of patient care.

2. As discussed in previously mentioned NHRC reports 1,2, the back
side of the card has been specifically designed for use at the
Battalion Aid Station (BAS). The BAS can devote more time to each
patient than the corpsmen in the field; therefore, a more detailed
write-up regarding symptoms and treatment can be expected.
Recording detailed observations related to blood pressure and
respiration on the back side of the card has the advantage of
reducing the number of distractions for those required to fill out
the front side, thereby reducing the time needed for documentation
by front line corpsmen.
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3. The new test card has been printed on a special tear-resistant

material as was suggested by NHRC1 . These types of materials
have been under review by the Navy for several years because

they provide for a greater chance of data survivability than
standard card stock used in the current DD form 1380.

4. Two holes have been placed at the top end of the new test card to

allow for standard alignment within a medical folder. This change

was suggested by NHRC because a loose card or one hanging
lop-sided, could easily become lost or torn out. 3

In addition to the above differences, the new card does not rely heavily
on narLative information as does the old card. Instead, treatment and
medication data are collected in a checklist format as well as the time and

date for each treatment action.

The old card produces a full carbon copy through the use of carbon
paper. An insert between the original and the carbon copy keeps the carbon
copy from becoming smudged prior to use. The new form uses carbonless paper,

eliminating the need for carbon paper or the insert. The new form does not

produce a full copy, however, but only a patient ID stub, which is about 1/3
the size of the full card.

The dimensions of both cards are virtually identical. However, the old
forms are laid out with information presented horizontally whereas the new
forms present a vertical display. This was done to allow for a more natural

manner of holding the booklet during the recording process, and proper

alignment for reading once it has been placed into a folder.
Both versions of the card have a copper wire for attaching the card to

the patient. The old card has the wire in the middle of one end while the
new card has the wire more toward the corner of the card.

The new test cards are bundled into booklets of ten cards as opposed to

the old booklets of twenty each. This change, coupled with the elimination
of the carbon paper and protective inserts makes the new booklets much
thinner than the old ones and thus easier for the corpsmen to carry.
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methods

Field testing of the revised Field Medical Card and the current DD form

1380 was conducted juxtaposed the current DD form 1380 so that it could be
determined whether or not the new card was an improvement over the old card.
The evaluation was conducted on four general criteria that were agreed upon

by the four services prior to testing. This list of issues and criteria is
provided as APPENDIX A. The four criteria agreed upon were: durability,

sufficiency, ease of use, and simplicity. Within each of these general areas
there are specific conditions which can be objectively measured. These
measures have been identified in the following table.

Table 1

SPECIFIC AREAS TO BE OBJECTIVELY MASURID

DURABILITY EASE OF USE
" Effect of rough handling o-'-2fect-561 various writing
"o Results of contact with obstacles instruments

and equipment o Effectiveness of use at treatment
"o Results of being cleaned of foreign echelons I and I1

materials o Effectiveness of differing means of
"o Effects of adverse weather condi- requesting information

tions - Graphic check mark
- Checklist

SIMPLICITY - Forced Response
"o Are questions easily understood? - Narrative
"o Can the card be filled out properly - Yes/No boxes

with a minimum of instruction?
"o Can the form be filled out quickly? SUFFICIENCY

- under ideal conditions o Appropriateness/Effectiveness of
- under typical field conditions data spaces for collecting data

"o Effects of field attire and en- - Time and date
vironment (i.e., day/night) - Patient identity

"o How quickly can the form be read - Injury and treatment data
and understood by other treatment o Effectiveness and legibility of
personnel? the administrative copy
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CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT TESTING

Tests of the durability and legibility following exposure to a foreign

substance were conducted by the Naval Medical Research Institute (NAMRI) in
Bethesda, MD. (See Appendix B). NAMRI is another laboratory under the Navy
Medical Research and Development Command which has the equipment and

expertise to carry out proper testing. Tests for durability, sufficiency,
ease of use, and simplicity were conducted at NHRC using combat-knowledgeable
corpsmen stationed in the San Diego area, as well as research personnel. As

part of the in-house testing, corpsmen from NHRC and Balboa Hospital were
called upon to provide expertise by either entering information on the cards
during testing exercises or making professional assessments of the quality of
information provided. Following their assessments, wherever possible,

inter-rater reliability was measured to determine the degree of consistency

among the raters. Although they did not produce perfectly homogeneous
results, the raters were for the most part consistent.

As part of the exercises, two corpsmen were requested to fill out both

old and new forms for each of 30 different patient conditions. Each corpsmen
was well trained in using both forms and was afforded ideal working

conditions (a typical working office with no distractions). Corpsmen were
requested to fill out each form as if they were in the field with a real

patient. The booklet was held in the hand as opposed to laying on a hard
surface, but no other restrictions were imposed. The corpsmen timed
themselves to provide completion times for the front and then the back sides
of each card. All cards were left undetached in the booklet so that the
administrative duplicate could be matched to the original card and used in

subsequent testing.

FIELD ENVIRONMENT TESTING

Arrangements for field testing the simulated combat use of the Field

Medical Cards was made through the Field Medical Service School (FMSS) at

Camp Pendleton. The FMSS was selected as an ideal testing location because
of the structure of its training program designed to convert Navy corpsmen
into field medical, combat-ready corpsmen. This is accomplished through an

10
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intensive six week training program, the final week of which is devoted to

combat field maneuvers in a simulated combat environment. Two separate
classes, totaling approximately 280 students, were selected to participate in

the testing procedure.

Within the training schedule at the FMSS, field maneuvers are designed

to simulate medical treatment under combat conditions. Students are placed
into typical combat scenarios and are required to perform simulated treatment
on other students playing the role of battle casv. ! ,ies. The pressure of
combat is simulated by instructors who continuousl'. remind the students of
time and physical constraints as well as typical battle conditions. Time
becomes an important factor for the students, first because they are
responsible for many potential patients, and secondly because they are part
of an organization (Platoon) which in most cases is constantly on the move.
Students who fail to act in a timely manner, who disregard various patient
conditions, or who fail to recognize battlefield obstacles are immediately
reminded of the consequences of their actions for the patient and themselves.
They are constantly reminded that their entire organization could be

jeopardized by what they do, or fail to do. The Field Medical Service School
provides an environment which closely resembles that found during actual
combat and yet provides for controlled and supervised data collection.

Part of a one-hour classroom session is devoted to training the students
on the Field Medical Card. This is a standard part of training because many
of the students come from shipboard medical departments where Field Medical

Cards are not used.

Since classroom time was already allocated for the purpose of FMC

training, an extended portion of the class was devoted to familiarizing

students with the proposed new card. A corpsman familiar with the new card

spent 20 minutes pointing out where various medical and patient ID elements

are placed on the card as well as the importance of accuracy and complete

information.

Corpsmen were given an examination at the beginning of the week-long

field maneuvers training to measure their ability to completely and

accurately fill out the FMC. Each of three Platoons within the training

company were divided with half the students simulating battle casualties and
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half filling out cards depicting the injuries sustained. Once finished, the
roles were reversed so that every student had the opportunity to fill out a

field medical card. The typical time required to fill out either form during

these training periods ranged from ten to fifteen minutes.
The field maneuvers held during the last week of the training period

basically provide three different types of combat scenarios. The following
is a brief description of the conditions that the students are subjected to:

1. Typical daytime combat scenarios: During such training a platoon
with four designated corpsmen advances through an area designed to provide

typical hostile action resulting in various simulated combat injuries.

During each encounter the designated corpsmen is required to respond to the
call for corpsman, protect both the patient and themselves from further
injury, and do nothing which might endanger the platoon. Simulated treatment

for the patient must be provided as well as complete documentation, on the
Field Medical Card, of the injury and treatment provided.

2. Typical nighttime combat scenarios: During such maneuvers vision 13
severely limited and inspection of wounds as well as documentation must take
place under cover (i.e., a poncho) so that a flashlight can be used without

giving away the platoon's position. Battle conditions are otherwise the same

as daytime scenarios.

3. NBC trail: This course requires medical personnel to be outfitted

in various levels of Mission Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP) equipment.
Here again, various scenarios are played out. keiwever, each of these are
related to some type of Nuclear, Biological, or Chemical (NBC) warfare. The

MOPP suit must be worn during the entire scenario, which includes treatment
and documentation. Gloves and other protective gear thus become hindrances

to the task.

Both the old cards and the new test cards were used to document injury
and treatment during the three types of combat scenarios at the FMSS. In

addition, both cards were used during the pre-scenario controlled examination
session. Following each of these sessions, the individuals who filled out
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the cards were asked to complete a questionnaire developed by the Army to
assess the agreed upon criteria in a standard fashion. Versions of each of
these questionnaires have been included as Appendices C, D, and E. Whenever
possible, interviews were conducted with the trainees and occasional comments
were noted when appropriate. Interviews were also conducted with FMSS
instructors to obtain their views of the new test card. Throughout the
training sessions, members of the field test team were instructed to observe
closely and take notes on anything that might impact on the utility of either
FMC.

Results
NAMRI assisted NHRC in examining the material on which the Field Medical

Cards were printed. Their report documenting that task has been attached as
Appendix F. This report concerns the durability and legibility of both cards
when submitted to various conditions which might be found on the battle-
field. In every test, the material used in the new form was found to be
superior to the old card stock in terms of durability. Additionally, the new
card material was found to "bind" fewer bacteria than the old card material.
When legibility of the cards was evaluated no clear advantage was found for
the new material. Exposure to mud caused data to be removed from the new
material, whereas the old card was stained but readable. Alcohol and soapy
water also caused problems for the new material. Out of the seven tests
performed, three (oil, mouse blood, and povidone iodine) showed no effect on
either card material. Saline defaced the old card as did soapy water. While
soapy water, alcohol, and mud had adverse effects on the new card. Overall,
it was determined that the new material was far superior in durability but
with respect to legibility following typical battlefield conditions, both
cards performed about the same.

In-house testing of materials at NHRC was also conducted. Both card
packets were thoroughly doused in running water to simulate conditions that
would be encountered during a rain storm. Then an attempt was made to
document typical injuries. It was noted that efforts to write on the new
card with a ballpoint pen resulted in frequent skipping, producing a
virtually unreadable document. The old card was easier to write on and
produced better overall results. Use of a pencil on both cards produced
superior results as compared to the use of a ballpoint pen.
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Problems also occurred with carbon copies of the old forms which had

been soaked. On the old card, the carbon paper, the tissue insert and the
carbon copy became stuck together, making it very difficult to remove the

insert. Once the insert was removed, the wet carbon paper in combination

with a wet copy produced a totally blank carbon copy. However, if the carbon

paper was wet and the copy page was dry a partial carbon copy was produced.

The carbonless copy for the new form was noticeably dimmer but not totally

obscured by the presence of water. After removing the insert with some

difficulty from the old card booklet, the remaining cards in the booklet

became totally unusable. Carbons, inserts, and carbon copies began sticking

together and the pages began to crumple up. This did not occur in the new

booklets.
Both cards proved to be flammable when ignited by a match or cigarette

lighter. The new card immediately began to shrivel and melt. It continued

to melt as it burned, and emitted noxious fumes. The cards were placed into

a freezing unit, which dropped their temperature to approximately minus 90

degrees fahrenheit. Neither card nor its respective copy appeared to be

affected by the extreme cold.

Following the in-house exercises designed to test the cards under
controlled and ideal conditions, corpsmen involved in filling out the forms

reported that it seemed to take longer and required more effort to fill out

the new card. However, the two Navy corpsmen filled out the front side of

the 30 old cards in an average time of 3 minutes and 10 seconds, while the

front side of the 30 new cards were filled out in an average of 2 minutes and

47 seconds - an average of 23 seconds faster. A test of significance

(t-test) on the average time differences for both corpsmen showed a

significant reduction in time required to fill out the front side of the new

form. Just the opposite was found for the back side. This was expected

because the back side of the new card is designed especially for use at the

BAS, where more detailed vital signs are expected to be taken.

In another exercise, seven Navy corpsmen were asked to quickly inspect

data from both types of Field Medical Cards and then describe the injury

sustained by the patient. The amount of time required to make this
determination was measured by a stop watch. Each corpsmen reviewed ten old

style and ten new style cards for a total of 70 observations per card type.
A note was made of any errors made in determining the injury. As seen in

Table 2, slightly more than one additional second was required to read and

14



understand the older style card. Without testing during actual combat it is

not possible to know if this small but significant difference would become

greatly magnified under hostile conditions. According to interviews

following the exercise, the reduced time required to determine the patient's

problem is believed to be related to the graphic display used for depicting

patient injury.

TNIZ 2

TNE RH=RED TO R[E. AND DETRIMIN PATIENDT INJUJRY

OLD STYLE CARD NEW TEST CARD

Number of trials 70 70
Number of errors made 9 8

Mean elapsed time required (Secs) 6.1857 5.0714
Standard Deviation (Secs) 3.2226 2.3487

Mean Difference (Secs) - 1.1143

t-Test - 2.32*
*P <.05

The administrative carbon copy associated with the current DD form 1380
has been simplified for the proposed new card. It contains only the
information needed for patient accountability. To test the ability of the
FMC to provide for patient accountability, the old carbon copies and the new
carbonless stubs which had been filled out by experienced medical personnel
were presented to medical and administrative personnel. Five raters were

asked to evaluate 60 copies of both cards for use in administrative
processing by reading each copy and determining the time, date, and personal
identification of the patient and then rating each copy for its utility in
providing patient accountability. As shown in Table 3, the administrative

stubs for the new forms were found to be inferior in readability and as a
result are of far less value than the old copies in providing for patient
accountability.
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TRBLE 3

UTILITY OF THE STUD3S AND CARBON CO)PIES FOR PATIEN~T ACCCXMIBILITY

STAUS OF DATA ON THE COPY OLD STYLE CARD NEW TEST CARD Chi-Sq

N PERCENT N PERCENT df - 1

NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS MADE 300 100.00 300 100.00
DATE CAN BE READ 213 71.00 142 47.33 36.21*

TIME CAN BE READ 193 64.33 149 49.67 12.88*
POSITIVE ID CAN BE MADE 223 74.33 170 56.67 20.99*
RANK CAN BE DETERMINED 231 77.00 184 61.33 17.39*

* P<.01

Cards which were filled out by trainees during the pre-scenario training
sessions were examined to determine how well the instructions were followed.
The students were given a classroom session about the importance of the card

along with instructions on exactly how to fill out this card. Supervisors
were stationed nearby to answer any questions. It was expected that these
conditions would allow the students to complete the cards nearly perfectly.
However, this was not the case. Although most students took about 10 to 15
minutes completing the cards, many were filled out incorrectly or were missing
important fields of information. For example, proper identification of the
patient was missing on approximately 28 percent of both types of cards.

Following this exercise, a questionnaire developed questionnaire by the
Army (shown in Appendix C) was administered to all trainees. A total of 122
questionnaires were received pertaining to the old form and 138 for the new
form. Only five of the questionnaire items produced significant differences
between the two groups. These are listed in Table 4.
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ThBLE 4

DiFF~mmOEs ON QuEsTiOEmiRE 2a PoR TPA==
USING 1K TW DIFMW FMhc 1C M

QUESTIONNAIRE ITEM (N-122)_a (N-138)

OLD FORM NIW FORM Chi-S

YES YES

RESPONSES PERCET RESPONSES PERCENT df-1

2. IS THERE DNOUGH SPACE

PROVIDED FOR TYPE

OF INJURY/ILLNESS? 86 70.49 117 84.78 11.58*

3. DOES THE CARD PROVIDE

APPROPRIATE DESCRIPTIVE

CHOICES FOR INJURY/ILLNESS

CONDITIONS? 90 73.77 127 92.03 17.48*

4. IS THERE EDNJUH SPACE

PROVIDED FOR TREATMENT

RECEIVED? 72 59.02 117 84.78 30.94*

5. WERE THERE ABBREVIATIONS

/ACRONYMS WHICH YOU DID NOT

UNDERSTAND? 32 26.23 76 55.07 24.97*

6. DID YOU UNDERSTAND

WHAT INFORMATION WAS REQUIRED

ON THE FORM? 87 71.31 118 85.51 6.95*

*P<.o1

a Total number of responses from the trainees, varies due to missing data.
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As indicated by items 2,3,4, and 6, in Table 4, the descriptions, space

provided, and understanding of what was required, were rated more favorably

for the new card. Item 5 indicates that abbreviations and acronyms used on
the new form may cause some confusion. The remainder of the questionnaire
items showed similar response patterns for the old and new forms.

During the FMSS field maneuvers, a total of 87 cards were filled out

documenting simulated combat injuries and treatment provided. Four Navy

corpsmen reviewed each card and made assessments regarding the quality of the

data. Overall, 348 (4 x 87) observations (card reviews) were made, and as a

result, it was determined that regardless of the card used, 32.47 percent did

not provide a readable date, and 34.48 percent did not present a discernible

time. Patient identification was missing, or only partially recorded, in

41.38 percent of the cases on both the old and new cards while treatment

information was missing from 45.11 percent of both cards.

Although both cards exhibited problems in being filled out completely, as

shown in Table 5, the new card showed evidence of having the greater problem.
The amount of missing data on the new cards was consistently higher in all

areas examined. Missing time, date, and treatment data were found to be

significantly higher on the new card. Only 15 percent of the new cards were

found to have a time or date written in Box number 1. Most time and date

information on the new card was found in the boxes next to question number 3

"Tourniquet" even though a response for "Tourniquet" may not have been marked.

Interviews with the four corpsmen who reviewed the cards indicated that

the lack of a narrative statement by the students filling out the new card

contributed to the problem of missing treatment information. The students may

have felt that because of their checklist responses, a narrative response in

Box 10 was not needed. The reviewers felt that injuries, and the :equired

treatment were different for every patient. Therefore, capturing this in a

standard checklist alone, results in a certain amount of lost information.
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ThBLE 5

COMPARISON OF MISSING DATFL FROM FIELD TEST FMCIS

OLD STYLE CARDS NEW TEST CARDS ALL CARDS Chi-S

N PERCENT N PERCENT N PERCENT df-1

NUMBER OF EVALUATIONS MADE 192 100.00 156 100.00 348 100.00

MISSING DATE 45 23.44 68 43.59 113 32.47 15.63*

MISSING TIME 52 27.08 68 43.59 120 34.48 9.85*

PARTIAL OR MISSING ID 75 39.06 69 44.23 144 41.38 .75

MISSING IMPORTANT

INJURY DATA 22 11.46 32 20.51 54 15.52 4.82

MISSING 1MPORTANT

T MTMENT DATA 53 27.60 104 66.67 157 45.11 60.23*

*P<.Ol

One of the problems frequently encountered by medical personnel. relying

on data collected by someone else is how to interpret a blank response. Does

a non-response indicate that nothing was done? Or, does it mean that the

person filling out the information sheet did not see the question or take the

time to respond? This problem is solved if some type of response is given to

the question, even if that is just a dash, a check mark, or 'IN/A". With this

in mind, an e,,amination of the old and new cards was made relating to the

issue of response versus no response. The new card was examined for some

type of response to items relating to the level of consciousness, pulse rate,

the use of a tourniquet, morphine, atropine and 2-PAM chloride. The old card

generally asks for treatment in a narrative format and does not have

corresponding items for each of these. Information regarding the use of a

tourniquet and morphine are specifically requested on the old card and,

therefore, were used for comparison. Another direct comparison was made for

the administration of Intravenous Fluids (IVIs) since they were frequently

referred to on the old form.
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'1BLE 6
COMPARISON OF RESPONSE RATES FMK THE OLD AND NEW INC'S

(N-47) (N-40)

OLD STYLE CARDS NEW TEST CARDS Chi-S9
NUMBER OF NUMBER OF df-1

RESPONSES GIVEN PERCENT RESPONSES GIVEN PERCENT

L.O.C. - -- 26 65.00 -

PULSE -- 11 27.50 -

ATROPINE - 13 32.50 -

2-PAM CHLORIDE -- - 5 12.50 --

IV'S 23 48.94 13 32.50 1.85

MORPHINE 32 68.08 20 50.00 2.30

TOUFNIQUET 12 25.53 25 62.50 12.26*

*P<.01

The results presented in Table 6 show that, with the exception of level
of consciousness and use of a tourniquet, the response rates for the new card
were no better than 50 percent and in most cases less. Pulse rate,
administration of atropine, and 2-PAM chloride were found to be very low.
The administration of IV's was mentioned a greater percentage of the time on

the older card even though there is no specific location on the card to
provide the information. The difference in response rates noted between the

two cards, however, was not found to be statistically significant.
The question on the new form relating to level of consciousness is a

forced choice question. Even though an answer box is provided for each
possible condition, it was responded to only 65 percent of the time. Because
there is no corresponding question on the old form, this item cannot be
tested statistically to determine if this response rate was higher or lower
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than the older card. It should be noted, however, that in many of the cases
in which it was answered, there were multiple marks, making an inmediate
interpretation difficult.

The new card produced better results than the old card in determining
whether a tourniquet had been administered. The difference is probably
because the request for tourniquet information on the old card is coupled
with a request for the general treatment administered, while the new card has

a specific box just for tourniquet information, with nested boxes for a "Yes"
or "No" response. The old card was slightly better in assessing the use of
morphine, possibly because the old card devotes considerable space to
morphine administration. In general, the response rates found on the new
card are very low which can cause confusion and become a distraction.

The chance of obtaining specific types of injury and treatment data at
night, or during NBC Operations, appears to be slightly better for the new
card than the old card, even though neither card produced very good results.
A posa.tive feature of the new card may be the fact that it is printed on

white paper, providing more of a contrast and making the print more readable.
Following the field maneuvers, those trainees acting as platoon corpsmen

were asked to fill out data collection sheet 2d (shown in Appendix E). Only

a very few were collected because of the limited number of individuals acting
as corpsmen during the testing period. In all, 17 questionnaires relating to
the old FMC and nine pertaining to the new form were received. Following a
review of the responses, only one item (Question #5 "Were there any
abbreviations which were not understood?") was found to produce a significant
difference between the two rating groups. The responses showed that
abbreviations were harder to understand on the new form.

Selected cards used during the training scenarios were submitted to a
group of 40 Independent Duty Corpsmen (IDC's) in training at Balboa hospital.
This group was divided in half so that 20 reviewed the old cards and 20
reviewed the new cards. They were told how the data were obtained and were

asked to provide feedback on data collection sheet 2C (shown in Appendix D),
indicating how useful they felt the cards would be to them during treatment
at the next echelon. After this session, the group was asked three questions
regarding the Field Medical Cards: 1) How important is it for the next
echelon of treatment to receive a properly filled out card?
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2) How important is a properly filled out card for documentation purposes?
3) How likely is it that a properly filled out FMC will actually be done and

attached to the patient during actual combat?

There was very little difference in the way the two cards were viewed by

the IDC's, according to the questionnaire results. None of the collective

responses produced statistically significant differences. Their comments
following the session, however, were very interesting. The raters seem to
feel that both forms were of moderate importance as documents for historical

purposes. There was a high degree of agreement that the next treatment
echelon would benefit from having either form properly filled out but the
likelihood of this occurring was rated extremely low for both cards. Only
three out of 40 rated the chances of either card being filled out and
attached as being better than even. Fourteen out of 40 gave this the lowest
possible chance of occurring, with most indicating only a low probability of
completion. Surprisingly, those corpsmen rating the new card supplied the
lowest ratings for all three questions indicating that the new card would be
less preferred and would be less likely to be filled out under battle

conditions than the old style card.

Interviews and Observations
An informal discussion was held with eight Field Medical Service School

instructors to review and comment on the proposed new Field Medical Card.
The following are some of the observations that were made during that
meeting:

o The vertical orientation of the card was preferred over the
horizontal orientation of the older card. However, it was noted that
there is a tendency to raise one's head when filling out such a card.
Such a reaction might result in greater vulnerability to hostile
activity.

o It was observed that if the cards were inverted in the booklet, the
identification would be at the top and filled out first. Also, the

booklet cover, when lifted, would provide protection from the
elements as the card was being filled out.
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o It was noted that the new card, printed on white paper (as opposed to
the old card being on brown paper) would be more visible to the enemy
at night, possibly giving away troop locations.

o Section 9 (IV's) tends to be overlooked or bypassed because of its
location on the new card. Many thought that IV's should be the
eighth box and 2-PAI chloride should be section 9.

o Many felt that the English titles for each section should be in bold
lettering and the French titles should be much smaller.

o After pulling many cards from the booklets, the instructors noted
that the stubs can easily be torn out of the booklet along with the
card, thus being potentially lost or left with the original.

o All in attendance seemed to prefer the new card to the old one, but
agreed that during actual combat, the new card (as was the case with
the old card) will most likely not be filled out. The instructors,
many of whom served in combat, insisted that the corpsmen will be
stressed, distracted, and very busy performing treatment. The last
thing on their mind will be injury and treatment documentation.

While the FMSS combat training scenarios were taking place, the members
of the research team were allowed to observe and take notes in very close
proximity to the action. The following is a list of some of their more

salient observations:

o During the pre-maneuver training period, which was designed to make
sure that the students knew how to fill out the Field Medical Cards,
it was noted that some trainees never did finish the card or complete
it properly even though trained instructors and testing personnel
were nearby and available to answer questions.
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o It was noted that in all three battle scenarios, form completion time

was lengthy (10 to 15 minutes) for both the old and new cards, and
that there was a considerable amount of missing data. Most of the
cards had to be completed while the platoon was on the move.

o Gloves, bulky suits, carrying the booklets and the loss of writing

instruments were all obvious problems during these maneuvers.

o Time required to fill out the form was a major concern for the

instructors who candidly stated that documentation just would not get
done in situations such as those. They showed a great deal of

impatience since they were posing simulated time pressure on the

students to get the job done and move on, while at the same time
telling them to take the time to document what was done.

0 In order for everyone to participate, it was necessary for our
testing team to supply writing implements (ballpoint pens) to many of
thestudents. This was necessary because trainees had lost their pens
orhad not brought them to the maneuvers.

o Many trainees voluntarily expressed a preference for the new card

over the old one, but this was not a universal feeling. Informal
estimates ranged from 2:1 up to 4:1 in favor of the new form.

o Maneuver supervisors were quick to point out that documentation
(filling out a FMC) was low in the priority list of skills being

taught to the students. The philosophy presented was that paperwork

can be finished during a break in the action or in a more protected
area. It seemed to be generally accepted that there would be many
circumstances under which a Field Medical Card (old or new) would not
be filled out or attached to the patient.

o During the maneuvers, many of the trainees appeared to experience
frustration while documentinq their patient encounters apparently

because they could see little or no benefit from documentation.
Conments like, "You can see what's wrong with the patient and what
I have done for treatment" were common.
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"o Although documentation was mandatory, several patients were observed

to have no card at various points throughout the training area.

"o Many of the administrative stubs for the new card were inadvertently

pulled out of the booklets with the original and subsequently lost or

kept with the original.

"o Carbon copies and stubs were not uniformly processed, stored, or
reviewed during the entire exercise. In general, they were totally
disregarded. At least one booklet with several copies was found in
the mud by our research team. It had been either discarded or lost
by the corpsman using it.

"o Often the protective insert for the old card was not removed before
documentation began. The carbon paper then copied to the insert as
opposed to the carbon copy.

"o At the second echelon of treatment (the Medical Company), it was
noted that the DD form 1380's were used for patient ID (admission)

and triage purposes, but beyond that, cards were not always reviewed.
Discussions with supervisors at echelon II indicated that training

requires a complete head-to-toe patient check which could uncover

additional or complicating injuries. Treatment provided at lower
echelons is generally obvious. For these reasons, a review of the
card is often deemed redundant or useful only as a means to double-

check assessments made in the admitting and sorting area. It was
feltby some that using the FMC card for assessment could possibly be
injurious to the patient by delaying treatment and possibly
overlooking other complicating factors.
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Conclusions
Interviews conducted with students and training personnel indicate that

the new form is well-liked and is seen as an improvement over the old form.
When put to a more objective test, however, the desirability of the new test
form fades. Although the new card has many positive features, several new
flaws have been introduced, while many of the long-standing problems still
persist.

IMPROVEMENTS:

o The new card can be filled out faster and can be read and understood
more quickly than the older version. This may be related to the
human figure graphic.

o The vertical orientation of the new card seems to be preferred over
the horizontal design of the older card.

o The new card material is far more durable than the older card stock.

o Space for entering injury and treatment information is perceived as
being better on the new form.

o The new card is better at documenting the use or non-use of a
tourniquet.

o The appearance of the new card is generally preferred over the older

card.

DISADVANTAGES:

o Evidence suggests that time and date are less likely to be recorded

on the new form.

o It was more difficult to retrieve complete injury and treatment data
from the new card.
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"o The new card generally has low response rates for patient condition
and treatment action.

"o Printing the new card on white paper may cause problems during night
operations and by giving away troop locations.

"o If water-soaked, the new card cannot be written on with a ballpoint
pen.

"o The new card has abbreviations and acronyms which are not
familiar or understood by corpsmen in training.

"o The administrative stub associated with the new card has reduced
clarity compared to the old card's carbon copy.

"o The administrative copy for the new card is easily lost or torn off
with the original.

LACK OF IMPROVEMENT:

o The new card still takes longer to fill out than it does to provid,
initial treatment to the patient.

o A pen or other writing instrument is still required. If lost in
battle, the absence of a pen or pencil would probably result in the
card not being filled out.

o Legibility of the new card following exposure to typical battlefield
conditions is not improved over the old card.

o The likelihood of the new card being filled out properly and attached
to the patient during combat is still rated as highly unlikely.

o After in-depth training and close supervision, trainees still left
important data fields blank or partially completed when filling out
the new card in a simulated combat environment.
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o Trying to use the administrative stub of the new FMC for patient

accountability continues to be unrealistic.

Relating these findings to the originally agreed upon criteria, it was

found that none of the general areas could be totally accepted as an improve-
ment over the current FMC version.

DURABILITY:

It was found that even though the new material was extremely rugged and

tear-resistant, there was no significant improvement in legibility over

the old card when both cards were cleaned of foreign substances. In
addition, the new card failed when used under simulated adverse weather

conditions.

SUFFICIENCY:

Although appropriate spaces were provided on the new card to obtain
patient identification along with injury and treatment data, it was found

that the new card was less effective for obtaining that information. The
new administrative stub was also less effective than the current form for

documenting information. Also, there were additional problems with poor

legibility and potential loss of the administrative stub from the new

form booklet.

EASE OF USE:
The new card was rated as easier to use because the checklists and

graphic displays were easier to mark and the vertical orientation was

more appropriate. However, many items on the card such as time and date

were overlooked or left blank. In general, response rates for the new
card were extremely low and some type of writing instrument is still
required.

SIMPLICITY:
The time required to fill out the form under ideal conditions has

apparently been reduced, but the time required to fill out the card under
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simulated battle conditions was still unacceptable. The new card can be
read more quickly but some of the abbreviations and acronyms on the new
card have created interpretation problems. Even with extensive training
and close supervision, many trainees could not fill out the cards
correctly. In addition, the problems relating to filling out the card
while attired in Arctic and MOPP suits still exist.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The color of the paper on which the new card is printed can be viewed as
both a detriment and an improvement. while it's true that a white card
would show up at night, possibly giving away troop locations, it also
provides better contrast, which may result in improved data collection at
night. Receiving a properly filled out card for each patient appears
just as unlikely with the new card as with the older version. This may
not be related to the design of the card but to the manual fashion in
which data are currently collected in a battlefield environment.
Finally, the use of the administrative copy for patient accountability

appears to be untenable unless the following criteria are met; a card
with a copy is made out for all patients, the patient is properly
identified on the card, the copy is readable, the stub is not accidently
torn out with the original, the entire booklet of copies is not lost in
combat, and finally, booklets with copies still intact are collected and
held for review by someone. As noted in this report, even during

controlled training exercises there occurred many instances in which each
of these assumptions was violated. Should all of the above conditions be
met, supplying the manpower required to read, organize, and create lists
of injured personnel and then transmitting and utilizing the lists would

pose a major problem.

Based upon the results presented, the new test card is not an improvement

over the old card. Moreover, it would appear that the new card may be no more
likely to be filled out than the old catd. The trainees, after in-depth

training and under close supervision, still left some patients without
documentation because of simulated time and battlefield pressures.
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Instructors at the FMSS, along with IDCs undergoing training at Balboa

Hospital, expressed concern about the likelihood of corpsmen in combat having

enough time to complete the new card.

it appears that continued work is required to create a Field Medical Card

that is a clear improvement over the current DD form 1380. Some positive

elements of the new test card have been identified and present a nucleus for

further revisions. Some of the negative elements of the new test card can be
easily overcome or avoided. Clearly, these results show that when a new
version of the Field Medical Card is developed, it must be evaluated again in

the field to determine whether it is, in fact, an improvement over the current

card.
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APPENDIX A

QUAD-SERVICE WORK GROUP AGREED UPON FIELD TESTING CRITERIA

DURABILITY

ISSUE CRITERIA

Can the FMC withstand physical The FMC must withstand
impacts in a field environment? physical impacts in a

field envirormeiit of:

a. Rough handling
b. Contact with ground
c. Vehicles
d. Equipment
e. Obstacles

Can the FMC be cleaned of The FMC must be capable
foreign materials such as of being used in adverse
blood and betadyne solution weather such as rain, snow,
and still be legible? smoke, cold, hot (AR 70-38).

The FMC must be able to be
wiped clen of foreign
materials, such as blood and
betadyne solution and still
be legible.

EASE OF USE

will information on the FMC remain Regardless of writing
legible regardless of writing instruments use, the FMC
instruments? must remain legible.

Is there sufficient space on the There must be sufficient
FMC to document treatment rendered space on the FMC to document
to the patient? Level I and Level II patient

treatment rendered.
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SUFFICIENCY

ISSUE CRITERIA

Are the data spaces on the FMC Space must be provided on
appropriate to document patient the FMC to document patient
identity, type of injury, and identity, type of injury,
treatment received? and treatment received.

Is the information on the Information retained on the
detachable administrative data detachable administrative
slip legible without the aid data slip must be legible.
of carbon paper?

Will the wire for securing the FMC The wire for securing the
to the patient, cause any injury FMC to the patient must not
when attached to the patient? cause injury to the patient.

SIMPLICITY

Can the Medic or Combat Lifesaver The FMC will be written at
understand the FMC and fill it out? a 6th grade plus or minus

1 year reading level.

Is the lettering on the FMC large Lettering on the FMC must be
enough for the Medic or Combat large enough to enable the
Lifesaver to read in different Medic or Combat Lifesaver to
light conditions? read in reduced light or

adverse weather conditions.

The FMC must be able to be
filled out while in MOPP IV
or Arctic attire.
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APPENDIX B

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
OF

FIELD NEDICAL CARDS EVALUATIONS

A new Field Medical Card has been developed for use in the battle field.
The data card is attached to an injured person in a combat environment and then
remains attached until the casualty reaches a Medical Treatment Facility.
Eventually the card is detached and filed. After detachment the card may be
occasionally handled by personnel needing access to its information and by filing
personnel.

During the month of September of 1989, the Casualty Care Research
Department, Naval Medical Research Institute conducted comparison tests on the
old and new Field Medical Cards. As part of the evaluations, we examined the
changes in the legibility of the writing and the stability of the cards over a
three day period. This study was conducted with repeated exposures for various
lengths of time with one of the following: blood, betadine, mud, alcohol, oil,
soapy water, saline.

In addition to evaluating the physical durability of the cards, the ability
of bacteria (A. sogj.) to adhere to both the old and new cards was examined.
Bacteria are known to be "sticky" and are present throughout the environment even
under normal conditions. Also, casualties will likely become infected in the
field. Cards will certainly come into contact with bacteria while attached to
the injured person, whether from the patient or the surroundings. The concern
is that potential microbial contamination could be transmitted to those who
handle the cards away from the combat arena. It is therefore desirable to have
cards that resist bacterial adhesion. Therefore, a bacterial adherence
comparison of the new and old-Field Medical Cards was conducted.

Durability te ts iz with resoect to exoosure and abrasion

The Field Medical Card (FMC) will seldomly be used in a mint condition in
the field; therefore, both the new and old booklets were subjected to humidity
at 37*C incubator for 16 hours before use.

Sheets from both booklets were completed individually with a skilcraft
bonded No. 2 medium pencil. After exposure to the various agents, each sheet
was carefully inspected for smearing, smudging, and fading of the printed matter.

EXPOSURE TO NACL

DAY 1 - The cards were exposed to 0.9% saline solution for 1 minute. After 10
minutes of drying time the cards were still wet. Each of the cards was tested
for resistance to tears. The old card tore easily and the new card was very
difficult to tear even after many attempts. Both cards were then checked for
legibility and effects of wear on altering legibility. Very little, If any,
obliteration occurred on either card without rubbing.
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DAY 2 - Cards were given their second exposure to saline and retested for
legibility and strength. Again, the old card was very easily torn and the new
card could not be torn. Legibility and smudging levels remained the same. Both
cards were exposed again for 1 minute. This second exposure did not alter the
results on either card; i.e., the new card performed better in durability. Both
cards were then left to soak for 6 hours in saline solution. After 6 hours of
soaking, both cards were retested for clarity and strength. The old card became
totally obscured, unreadable, and very easy to tear. The new card was slightly
obscured and smudged only after rubbing and remained difficult to tear.

DAY 3 - Both cards were left to dry until the third day and then retested.
Virtually the same results as the previous day was obtained.

Conclusions: Both cards were exposed to an element that would normally be found
in the field battle. However, the old Field Medical Card was clearly inferior
in all aspects of this experiment.

EXPOSURE TO OI

DAY 1 - Both cards were exposed to dirty motor oil for I minute. After 10
minutes, both cards were tested for resistance to tears. The old card was easily
torn while the new card resisted tearing. Immediately proceeding exposure, both
cards exhibited very little change in legibility. After rubbing both specimens
for 3 to 5 seconds, no effacing occurred. Both cards remained legible. Unlike
the other saline experiments where the old card seemed to debride from the
friction, there was no clear contrast between the two cards. The oily surface
of the two prevented any surface removal of either card.

DAY 2 - On the second day following exposure, both cards were retested and
examined for legibility and strength. Again, the old card was very easily torn
and the new card remained resistant to tearing. Legibility remained unchanged.
As both cards were still covered with oil, it was not necessary to re-expose.
The concluding results of the second day's experiment were a reflection of the
first day, little or no change.

DAY 3 - Both cards were left until the third day after initial exposure. Both
cards were again tested with virtually the same results as the previous day.

Conclusion: Both cards were exposed to an element that would normally be found
in the field of battle. The old card was clearly inferior in strength and both
cards remained unchanged in legibility.

EXPOSURE TO SOAPY WATER

DAY 1 - Both cards were exposed to a soapy water for 1 minute. After 10 minutes,
both cards were tested for resistance to tears. The old card was easily torn
and the new card difficult to tear. Immediately proceeding exposure, both cards
were checked for smudges and legibility. Very little, if any, obliteration
occurred. However, after rubbing both specimens on both sides for 3 to 5 seconds
some effacing did result. Both cards remained legible. The most physical and
substantial contrast occurred when the old card seemed to debride as it was
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rubbed. The new card exhibited some smudging when rubbed both the surface
remained intact.

DAY 2 - On the second day following exposure, both cards were retested and
examined for legibility and strength. Again, the old card was easily torn and
the new card resistant. Legibility and smudging levels remained the same. Both
cards were exposed again to the soapy water with no change in the results. After
this test was completed, both cards were left to soak for 6 hours in saline
solution. After 6 hours of soaking, both cards were retested for clarity and
strength. The old card had become totally obscured and unreadable, and very easy
to tear. The new card was only slightly obscured and smudged after rubbing and
very difficult to tear.

DAY 3 - Both cards were left to dry until the third day after initial exposure.
Both cards were again tested with virtually the same results as the previous day.

Conclusion: Both cards were exposed to an element that would normally be found
in the field of battle. However, the old Field Medical Card was clearly inferior
in all aspects of this experiment.

ALCOHOL

Wetting a sheet from the new booklet with 70Z alcohol did not produce an
obvious physical effect on the new cards. The treated sheet from the old booklet
was translucent while wet and returned to normal on drying. The printed and
handwritten matters on both the old and the new cards appeared faded after
abrasion was applied to the cards while still wet. After the new card had dried,
rubbing failed to produce an effect. On the other hand, the printed matters on
the old sheet were preserved while the handwritten matters faded upon abrasion.

The new sheet showed some fading of both printed and handwritten matters
under abrasion while the old sheet exhibited fading of only the handwritten
matters after abrasion. The new sheet stayed ridge and unstained while the old
sheet retained stains and became limp and could be easily torn.

MOUSE BLOOD

Except a little staining, this foreign material has little or no immediate
effect on both sheets.

POVIDONE IODINE

Although both sheets were stained but matters were still legible.

Bacterial Adhesion

Procedure: Cards were cut into 15 mm diameter circles. Eight circles were cut,
four of the cards and four of the new. The circles were placed in circular
containers filled with a solution containing radioactively labeled bacteria.
E. coli (strain 2699, originally a urinary tract isolate was used.)
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Card circles were incubated for 45 minutes at 37 degrees C in 1 ml of the
radioactive bacteria solution. The solution contained 262,925 cpm/ml (counts
per min. per ml) and 14,700,000,000 cfu/ml (bacterial colony forming units
per ml). After incubation cards were removed and washed three times. Washing
consisted of immersion in 1 ml buffer with 10 seconds agitation and another 0.5
Minutes of immersion. Cards were then removed from the was buffer and let to
dry. The cards were put in a vial with 10 mls of soluscint-o and counted with
a beta counter.

Results:

raw data

old 4501 cpm new 1341
card 2689 card 1544

3786 1454
3559 1473

mm std. dew.

old cards 3634 cpm 747
new cards 1453 cpm 84

262,925 cpm/ml (radioactivity applied).
14,700,000,000 Cfu/ml (bacteria applied).

Total Adherent Bacteria x 1,000,000

old card 203.18 41.76
new card 81.24 4.70

Conclusion: In spite of the washings, both new and old cards retained some
bacteria, but the new cards retained 60X less bacteria than the old cards. The
new cards are a definite improvement do not totally prevent bacterial adherence.
Possible exposure of handlers of either data card could occur.

Commen g and Recommendations:

1. An interview was conducted with staff familiar with these cards and the
settings in which they are used. The conclusion was that in the combat arena
corpsmen have difficulty in keeping track of writing instruments needed to fill
out the cards and usually use a human writing pencil to tag patients. Pointed
objects like ammunition or sticks are more readily available and could be used
to fill out the forms if some type of carbonless paper could be incorporated as
part of the package.

2. These cards could be easily evaluated in a field medical school as part of
a training exercise. Such training sessions occur frequently and are conducted
under simulated combat conditions.
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SUMMARY CHART
FIELD MEDICAL CAD

EXPOSURE LEGIBILITY DURABILITY
CONDITIONS NEW OLD NEW OLD

SALINE CLEAR DEBRIDED NOT TORN TORE EASILY

OIL CLEAR CLEAR NOT TORN TORE EASILY

SOAPY WATER ISMUDGED DEBRIDED NOT TORN TORE EASILY

ALCOHOL INK CLEAR NOT TORN TORE EASILY
FADED

MUD INK STAINED NOT TORN TORE EASILY
REMOVED BUT CLEAR

MOUSE BLOOD CLEAR CLEAR NOT TORN TORE EASILY

POVIDONE IODINE CLEAR CLEAR NOT TORN TORE EASILY

Cards were treated and tested while wet. Legibility and durabllity are
cumulative responses of treatment and abrasion followed by stress.

OTHER TEST RESULT

BACTERIAL ADHESION New card binds fewer bacteria,
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DATA COLLECTIONj SHEET 2.
FUNCT`1ONAL USE : PHASE I (MEDICS)

INSTRUC1'lCNS~r After completing item Numbers I through 29 of the FUCI
pleas complete the following questionnaire.

MEDIC:________________ __

DATE: _____________CARD ID#: ____

FIELD ATTIRE (Circle one): MOPP Level IV Field Gear

AMBIENT CONDMON (Circle one): Daylight Reduced Visibility

WRIT'ING IMPLEMENT (Circle one): Ballpoint Pen No. 2 Pencil

No. 3 Pencil Other (Spclify)

1. Is there enough space provided on the FMC for patient identity? Yes
No _. If no, place an "Xw In the blocks which require more space.

1.1AMB 111E '40 1iu.., NOW, P09NeMS A. RVICC nWMUEU11 i, MNV O 3 GRACO 4 QADC A NATION, NATION;. s Iwt,

6.00tgItS ANMIKK 4.,BRANCH AXO TACC jARMS,9 (o ..f 1 .. ji p hI. W hi t i me.ýDqg g

S. A49; A09 11. RACS i AAC II.ftLIoIOpNghjI P960111r hVA11C L.T *M0449 AG46gO 09 0 ITAOLrISS9110111,01T ~ OJmY ~ gjA

00 POVM 1380 Kg U. S. FIID MEDICAL CARD1PICHI MIDICALE D1 L'AVANT ETAYS.UNIS

2. Is there enough space provided on the FMC for type of InjuryAllness? Yes
No _. If no, place an "X" In the blocks which require more space.

D IAGW4SIS "I11 D~I 0AGOStTIC (CO.- AAkAd 
0 .* T:Uin0 t 6114k" Ok "416po

NCAPACLITC tER44911 G7zL m

It SIC1N 1 MA6.AD' =Viet ouI l
II A*.AT was Ht 00-4 .9.4 ~Nbe g~IAYI O~. It. PUT
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3. a. Does the FMC provide appropnate descriptive choices for the InjuryAllness
conditions? Yes __ . No _ , If no, complete b and c.

b. Identify other classes of injuries/llnesses which should be included on the
FMC:

c. Identify classes of Injudes/illnessos which should be deleted from the FMC:

4, Is there enough space provided on the FMC for treatment received? Yes
No . If no, place an "XI in the blocks which require more space.

AII I MM 7 I , IV LII 'A II I"441 II III lll

1i M .l,. V +U. fp,.- , O

ISCN+CO U ANII* i I.. .1, 1,"11 ,+

17 gIPOI 2NDIOPMA6I./aGI*?IA~ ON DOhNNI Ai~ . - U ,.PF. CC4 lq. *.t, NOAlUR9 97 GRAfL ou MaSC1iN
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5. Were there any abbreviatlonu/acronyms usel on the FMC which you li o

understand?

No _

Yes _. (If yes, please circle the abbrevatlons/acronyms.)

1. RAWS 101-MON*f WAWJl NOM. "W"0006 I 24=65umUe anI mumBU An 3 . GRAM 4 SMANG T,~ION i MAT66NI.A. OtN

S. ISE4 dAMNIE IS MANA/IG AND ?HAGS ARNE ed. l104"Mm P. NIT I UNITE $"yIlV"gE ass I~E

34. ~/.~ SII IM., I HI I 41 AVUM1 CIv CAýV&67V 04 ILL49 9

14 INJUMV1691O OvesUE IB AV, =No I well

A A 'I 00 41 A 44 %R&C/ QLI FAIMAIT-ILOMCIOU IL PUT

J 4. M O R P H I me . I . 0 0 O MC D .- .a .A -

ti- J. .

oe MOM 13K U.S$. FIELD MEDICAL CARD, FICHEl MEDICALE I 01L'AANT FTAT$-UNIS
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6. Did you understand what Information was required fer Items 1 through 29 ?

Yes --
No -. (If no, lndicate the item number(s).)

7. Did you have to make corrections on an Item because you misinterpreted what
Information was required?

No -
Yes -I (if yes, Indicate the Item number and what Information you

orIginally thought should be Included.)
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8, In your opinion, are items presented In the most useful order?

Yes - re ntecrlspoieNo -. (If no, please Indicate the preferredore ntecclspvid
on the FMC below.)

1. MAM N-n wi P.O A.f..~

14y*. "I'l 1A ?1" ag

Lt Ao05~ 1 ;7 t. P... bn'fP.1%A ,n1'

~~~~~~?1AM 1 I V- I&IDN ~ ~ ~q D IEI

,A ,.vif s r"W 0 CIA USI doT 160 W6N.L to 441 "t. .

Dg 0U IMA l3I sa u. s r;1LD MIDICAL CAR'. FICCHI MIDICALS D1 L AVANT ETATS.UNIS
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9. a. Did you have any difficulty preparing the FMC with t'o writing instrument
provided?

No.
Yes _. (If yes, please explain.)

b. In your opinion, can the FMC be read after being prepared using the writing
Instrument provided?

Yes - .
No_,...,. (If no, please describe problem.)

c. In your opinion, Is the information you wrote on the original clearly
readable on the carbon copy.

Yes
No _. If no, was the problem due to (Check appropriate description):

Faint lettering (Needed to press hard) ........

Mullllgnment (Blocks checked/completed
were not transferred to correct block
on the stub)

Other (Specify below):
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10, In your opinion, will the information provided on the carbon copy
(administrative data slip) allow for patient accountability?

Yes
No . (If no, please explain what additional information Is required.)

11. IF YOU FILLED OUT ANY PART OF THE FMC UNDER REDUCED LIGHTING
CONDITIONS, did you have any difficulty?

No -
Yes , If yes, was It due to (Check appropriate description):

Size of lettering

Style of lettering

Other (Specify below):
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12. IF YOU FILLED OUT ANY PART OF THE FMC WHILE AT MOPP LEVEL IV,
did you have any difficulty with the form?

No
Yes _. If yes, was the problem due to (Check aeppropriate description):

Size of blocks Inadequate to complete:

Problems using the writing Instrument
with the MOPP gloves

Problems reading the lettering through
the protective mask

Other (Specify below):

13. Please provide any general comments/observations on the FMC below.
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AEPENf.1 ,R
DATA COLLECTION SHEET 2c

FUNCTIONAL USE: PHASE II AND PHASE IV (PHYSICIANS AND DENTISTS)

NAME:

DATE:

PHASE (Circle one): II IV

1. Is the space provided on the FMO for patient Identity adequate? Yes -

No -. If no, mark the areas below which require more space and explain why
below.

WIt O M A IqLJl

SPlOW., IDCLJI U L'AVAHVf EIA•hUA
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2. Is the space provided on the FMC for type of Injury/lllness adequate? Yes -

No _. If no, mark the areas below which require more space and explain why
below.

"¶. pp,'uI niI;• raU a d I mum IN [A "'1

SIMAM i iiM aiiiA

3. a. Does the FMC provide appropriate descriptive choices for the injuryAliness
conditions? Yes -, No _____. If no, complete b and c.

b. Identify other classes of injures/llnesses which should be included on the
FMC:

c. Identify caa~sas of In~udees~inosses which should ba deleted from the FMC:
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4. in your opinion, is the space provided on the FMC for treatment received at
Echelon I adequate? Yes - No -. If no, mark the areas below which require
more space and explain why below.

yow VI ' 0 AEiCAr ieIW

6. INIOMM

ILNOIS K I A1 M I9 MI I G

in~ uunrni mw, nvuwuMEE &

IS flSS I TEDOO4TYI QWA1qT

LM 
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5. The new medical card should be able to be completed using either pencil or
ballpoint pen. In reviewing the FMC and the detachable adminstratIve data slips
prepared In the field, did you have any difficulty reading the Information supplied?
DO NOT CONSIDER INDIVIDUAL HANDWRITING.

FMC:

No
Yes -. (if yes, circle the appropriate area below where problems were

encountered, Include the ID number on the FMC, and describe the problem(s).)

7 I"IM~r 41 rm Imu
powieUI

L LM F QXONNý I PM414 l IZIMNI"

ý RAPFI 
OL-

LI

P" NNOjM"

"imemos it) inM A

IL - IR #806" PUP1 I"1 rPAM

It in ?WRW UAI

11 NMSIMtMI WAAI IW

OAIl ~~ ~ MPW IVWAUIS

1 orI opolMI ol I lo

05) PWM 1340 13M, MAY SOU 0M9A M
MMOH MOIWALI Nl LA VAN RAT"4NIS
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DETACHABLE ADMINISTRATIVE DATA SLIP:

No .
Yes _ . (If yes, circle the appropriate area below where problems were

encountered, Include the ID number on the FMC, and describe the problem(s).)

Ia. n~sI@MIUj~I ~ f.V"O TOOMWI ~OWd ALIH

, H , I

III I I1 .. . . , i

lar lom Irlw

"IM~ I= TW, MA l.- Malmoi ...

P10143 MULI W LAVAWr UATU

6. Is there superfluous data required for Echelon I or Echelon I1?

No...,

Yes -. (If yes, Identify the Item number and explain why.)
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7. In your opinion, will the wire that is used to attach the FMC to the patient
contribute to an injury to the patient or evacuation/treatment personnel?

No-.
Yes _. (If yes, please explain why.)

8. In reviewing the FMC, Is there any evidence that the medic or combat lifesaver
did not understand an abbreviation.

No -.. ,

Yes _. (If yes, please Identify ID number on the FMC and provide
evidence that the abbreviation was not understood.)

9. In your opinion, did the medic or combat lifesaver provide appropriate Information
In Items I through 13,

Yes .
No - . (If no, please Identify ID number on the FMC and evidence that

the medic or combat lifesaver. did not respond appropriately.)
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10. Was there any evidence of tearing, smudging or other damage to any of the
FMCs that you evaluated?

No .
Yes -. (If yes, please identify ID number on the FMC and explain

damage.)
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11. After completing the back of the FMC (Items 15 through 20), indicate whether
the space provided on the FMC for treatment rendered at Echelon 11 Is adequate.
Adequate __,Inadequate_. If not adequate, mark the areas below which
require more space and explain why.

&Ii WAAt TIME IU PW VL unli 10A1`

SPININ
I& A wm *s"

AIIIIIINNIS wfts

-IIWCA I P

ol& MIt. USIV "*tIW______________________

mI~

* AM1mmimAta MAY*i
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12. Did you have any difficulty completing Items 15 through 20 because of
Inadequate information on treatment rendered at Echelon I?

No
Yes -. (If yes, please identify ID number on the FMC and describe the

problem.)
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13. Is the sequence order of the data elements acceptable.

Yes -
No _. (1f no, please Indicate the preferred order on the FMC below and

provide reason fbr change.)

SLONAIIM40UOO

NMWs

1?*VxAPW'W CAmI i A WIK

Time I NM

____M?§tfW 7AAW.#?
"£V.MT C ATS

D-c.10MDM! R ME DE



ACA849MINT $ XNAMABSOMM

DAIR I Mrs TIMS OF ~ AL l NAM VAAWWI

solos

P:um I Pau

PWOAW

NON
1 ITO

No I momm wAFI/PArIr

WAM

ANMIOMMawaftoi

I is 
mmý 

I

a'It

Aff"AMM TO WOUPI A Ltft"
CAMOATI INA"TWIVA"$0000

I WWII
MRM ýý Ing En etc=
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00 FWM 130 TRW RMMS, MAY N
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET 24
FUNCTIONAL USE : PHASE III MARKET SQUARE EXERCISE

INSTRUCTIONS& After completing Item Numbers 1 through 13 of the FMC,
please complete the following questionnaire.

NAME:

MOS: DATE:

1. Is there enough space provided on the FMC for patient identity? Yes -

No _. If no, place an "X" in the blocks which require more space and explain
why under the section which best describes your field conditions.

"IIW I Ow"

S.. .. .. . M I NA,

P1*'l M WC•LUL CM L'AVAN' rrA''JUN

Field Gear:

MOPP Level (Circle One) I II Ill IV:

Field Gear, Reduced Visibility:

MOPP Level (Circle One) I II 1II IV, Reduced Visibility:
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2. Is there enough space provided on the FMC for type of injuryAlIness? Yes
No . If no, place an "X" in the blocks which require more space and explain
why under the section which best describes your field conditions.

I. DATE T I WM I WdTW I IUl•/ - ll llllI I

I -
MM*&AMWI

MW~s

Field Gear:.

MOPP Level (C/rcle One) I II Ill IV:

Field Gear, Reduced Visibility:

MOPP Level (Circle One) I II Ill IV, Reduced Visibility:
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3. a. Does the FMVC provide appropriate descriptive choices for the injury/illness
conditions? Yes ____. No - . If no, complete b and c.

b. Identify o~her classes of injurles/illnesses which should be included on the
FMC:

c. Identify classes of Injurleaf/ilnessos which should be deleted from the FMVC:
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4. Is there enough space provided on the FMC for treatment received? Yes
No -. If no, place an "X" In the blocks which require more space and exoiain
why under the section which best describes your field conditions.

4. 1UU 0I) TIME I NEW (2) TM E

L. LEMU OF @0~WHOM IIM I #a

111 ami T iNfnt mI~3 DAE D FI

MOPPI LevelP&M (Circle On)II I V eue iiblt:_________

la 0INIIIIIIIDII drd



5, Were there any abbreviations/acronyms used on the FMVC which you di o
u ndorstand?

No _
Yes _. (If yes, please circle the abbreviations/acronyms.)

. SATO I TINEWUiM I &AM NOW Of LA AUNEU

IM-

DATEi CA TINI ni

Pau
a. OP 0mg 08nIhNVW Off HZ-

OA$VI VOAN A I IVA

Ii PmVsm 001018 Doo DM1uu

PO fSmmu NOW[JO eau MALE* il ff
rHJDIMcL~? I PFAII

SDUV1L COi NJ~Ne

P1014 MBIXCALE DO LAVANT ITATS-UNIS
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6. Were there any items that you could not understand or complete?

Yes __
No . (If no,indicate the item number(s).)

7. Old you have to make corrections on an Item because you misinterpreted what
Information was required?

Yes _ . (if yes, Indicate the Item number and what information you
originally thought should be Included.)
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8. Did you have any difficulty preparing the FMC with any of the following writing
instruments?

No. 2 pencil (describe problem):

No. 3 pencil (describe problem):

Ballpoint pen (describe problem):

Other (idmnify and describe problem):
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9. Did the Information from Items 12 and 13 transfer to the stub (detachable

administrative data slip) when you used a:

No. 2 Pencil? Yes . No

No. 3 Pencil? Yes _ __. No ,,,

Ballpoint Pen? Yes . No

Other Type of Writing Instrument (please identify):

Yes ____. No

10. In your opinion, does the FMC provide enough Information for patient
accountability?

Yes __
No,. (If no, describe the additional information needed.)
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11, In your opinion, are Items 1 through 13 in the most useful order?

Yes -
No _, (If no, please Indicate the preferred order in the circles provided

on the EMOI below.)

1. DATI0 lIME IOWalli DAM fhM D LA AX.U

MICM~I No I MW

IMmMI t iNMIM A LA WARPM

16 NEWMY OSENTISI i DAF?8I IEI

US. IsO DCA

P11HM EC 110 1 S LAAN TIS.WWI

il M V J N AIO IMTIDI URI WI2dI9.UM



12. Currently, tho FMCs are aeranged in a booklet format with 10 FMCs in a
booklet. In your opinion, is the number if FMCs within the booklet appropriate.

Yes
No _. (If no, please explain your reasoning.)

13. IFTOU FILLED OUT ANY PART OF THE FMC UNDEP P9DUCED LIGHTING
CONDITONS, dild you have any difficulty?

No - .

Yes . If yes, was it due to (Check appropriate description):

Size of lettering

Style of lettering -______

Other (Specify below):_______
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14. IF YOU FILLED OUT ANY PART OF THiE FMC WHILE AT MOPP LEVEL IV,
did you have any difficulty with the form?

No -
Yes _. If yes, was the problem due to (Check appropriate description):

Size of blocks Inadequate to complete:

Problems using the writing Instrument
with the MOPP gloves

Problems reading the lettering through
the protective mask

Other (Specify below):

15. Did you note any durability problems with the FMC such as:

Ripping/tearing (describe situation):

Fading, smearing or smudging of print (describe situation):_

i

Fading, smearing ob smudging of handwritten information (describe situation):
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16. a. Did the wire that is used to attach the FMC to the patient cause any injury
to the patient or medical treatment/evacuation personnel?

No -
Yes _-. (If yes, please describe injury.)

b. Did the wire puncture the MOPP gloves?

NoII i.
Yes -. (if yes, please describe situation.)
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17. Please provide any general comments/observations on the FMC below,
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